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Abstract
From April 1996 to July 1997, a series of hydrographic surveys were carried out in the Northwestern part of the Alboran
Sea to investigate the upwelling that is an almost permanent feature in this area. Simultaneously a mooring line was
deployed in the north part of the eastern section of the Strait of Gibraltar to monitor the variability of the Atlantic Jet ŽAJ..
Two mechanisms are shown to be relevant for the upwelling dynamic in the region: the southward drifting of the AJ and
wind stress. A linear relation between the angle under which the Jet enters the Alboran Sea and the distance from the
coastline to the front associated with the Jet has been found. This angle that has been estimated from the low passed time
series of current velocity measured by the uppermost instrument of the moored line has been then used to identify the
onshore–offshore excursions of the Jet. Both upwelling mechanisms are identified from hydrographic data, because each of
them has associated a different type of water mass, and they take place in different locations. Wind-driven upwelling
dominates in coastal zones, on the shelf, while upwelling associated with southward drifting of the AJ prevails further
offshore. The amount of sub-surface water brought up to the surface by each one is of the same order. However, wind-driven
upwelling contributes to the fertilization of this region in a major extent because water upwelled by wind is richer in nutrient
concentration. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Northwestern area of the Alboran Sea, off
Estepona see Fig. 1, is characterised by cold surface
water. It has been considered an upwelling region by
many authors ŽLanoix, 1974; Cano, 1977; CopinMontegut et al., 1982; Perkins et al., 1990 among
)
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others.. The upwelling, more evident in summer
when thermal contrast is stronger, is easily observed
in infrared satellite images Že.g., La Violette, 1984..
The region is a zone of high biologic productivity
ŽRodriguez et al., 1994; Rubın
´ et al., 1995, 1997.,
which gives support to the existence of upwelling.
Their oceanographic characteristics are influenced
by the Atlantic Jet ŽAJ. that enters the Alboran Sea
through the Strait of Gibraltar. It flows with an
estimated speed of about 1 m sy1 ŽGarcıa
´ Lafuente
et al., 1999a., and goes around the large anticyclonic
gyre that usually occupies the western Alboran basin.
The northern edge of the AJ is the southern bound-
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Fig. 1. Map of the Northwestern Alboran sea area showing the location of the oceanographic stations. Conductivity, temperature and depth
ŽCTD. stations are indicated with dots and the mooring site with ‘N’. Two important submarine canyons in the area have been marked by
arrows.

ary of the upwelling area mentioned above. The
strong gradient of properties between water north of
the AJ and inside the Jet produces one of the most
intense fronts of the Mediterranean Sea.
Upwelling can be forced by several mechanisms.
The most evident is the one induced by winds,
‘Ponientes’ Žwesterlies. in this case. The water transported offshore sinks where it meets the less dense
AJ water, so that the wind-driven upwelling should
be more noticeable in areas near the coast.
Another important mechanism analysed in this
paper is the upwelling related to the unsteadiness of
the AJ-front position. It fluctuates in a north–south
direction in connection with changes in the position
and shape of the anticyclonic gyre ŽCheney and
Doblar, 1982; La Violette and Kerling, 1983; Parrilla
and Kinder, 1987; Heburn and La Violette, 1990..
For instance, Perkins et al. Ž1990. presented a situation in which the AJ was exiting the Strait of Gibraltar due East to bend toward the South within 60 km
of the Strait. The Western Alboran Gyre was accord-

ingly small and the AJ was very displaced to the
south, off our area of study. Such displacements
would allow the water from below to upwell in order
to fill the ‘room’ left behind. Of course, westward
horizontal transport of surface waters north to the Jet
should be considered as an alternative possibility.
Note that this possibility would lead to the development of a cell of cyclonic circulation to the north of
the southward drifting Jet, that will favour the presence of cold subsurface water near the surface due to
the doming of isopycnals associated with anticlockwise circulation. Probably both types of motion are
at work and complement each other. A similar mechanism has been proposed to explain the appearance
of cold patches of water between the main path of
the Gulf Stream and the shore ŽLee et al., 1981.. The
development of meanders can lead to the formation
of well defined cyclonic eddies with upwelled water
at its centre. The possibility that the eddy is not fully
achieved and the upwelled water remains separated
from the shore by a filament of warm water to form
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a ‘shingle’, in Chew’s Ž1981. words, cannot be
disregarded. This situation recalls the backward circulation of surface waters commented above. Similar
processes can take place in the northwestern portion
of the Alboran Sea, with the north–south displacements of the AJ playing the role of the meanders.
The magnitude of these displacements, tens of kilometres, suggests that large volume of water can be
carried up to the surface.
There are other mechanisms that provide
favourable conditions for upwelling. One of them is
the interfacial friction of the AJ, with the underlying
Mediterranean water, which is nearly motionless or
flowing slowly in the opposite direction. Garret and
Loder Ž1981. demonstrated that this friction, though
small, can produce vertical motions in fronts that are
geostrophically balanced to first order. Tintore´ et al.
Ž1991. used the ‘Q-vector’ formulation to show that
upward motion takes place upstream of the anticyclonic gyre Župstream of a wave crest. and downward motion occurs downstream Župstream of a
trough.. Bower and Rossby Ž1989. observed this
kind of circulation in the Gulf Stream meanders
using neutrally buoyant floats.
Bottom topography provides favourable conditions for upwelling by two mechanisms as well.
Blanton et al. Ž1981. showed that a flow over a shelf
with curved and divergent isobaths is able to produce
upwelling. A second mechanism is the presence of
submarine canyons ŽFig. 1., which are suitable conduits for exchange between shelf and deep basin
ŽHickey et al., 1983; Alvarez et al., 1996, among
others.. Garcia Lafuente et al., 1999b showed that a
net flux of salt toward the shelf, driven by pressure
gradients associated with internal tides, takes place
through them. They put forward that other dissolved
substances Žnutrients for instance. would behave the
same way.
The explanations above provide reasons for the
almost-permanent presence of cold surface water in
the area. Nevertheless, not all these mechanisms are
equally important. For instance, vertical velocity estimated near our area of study, using the quasigeostrophic Q vector formulation of the omega equation is of the order of 10y5 m sy1 ŽViudez
and
´
Tintore,
´ 1996.. Vertical velocities of the order of
10y6 m sy1 were estimated in the continental shelf
between Cape Hatteras and Cape Canaveral due to
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isobath curving and divergence ŽBlanton et al., 1981..
Fluxes driven by internal tides affect mainly the
intermediate part of the water column. We think that
two mechanisms will prevail: the wind driven upwelling ŽWU. and that due to north–south excursions of the AJ ŽDU..
The second mechanism is investigated in this
paper that is organised as follows. Section 2 presents
the data set and data processing. In Section 3 some
results about the possibility of distinguishing the two
types of upwelling from ‘in situ’ data is investigated.
Section 4 presents some attempts to quantify the
relative important of each one. Finally, Section 5
summarises our conclusions.
2. Data
2.1. CTD data
During the years 1996 and 1997, a series of
oceanographic surveys were carried out in the Northwestern part of the Alboran Sea on board the RrV
‘Odon
´ de Buen’ of the Instituto Espanol
˜ de
Oceanografıa
´ ŽIEO.. Conductivity, temperature and
depth ŽCTD. profiles taken with a ‘SBE-25’ CTD
probe equipped with a fluorescence sensor along the
transects shown in Fig. 1 were repeated in the dates
shown in Table 1. Salinity was evaluated using the
practical salinity scale ŽPSS. and density calculated
from the revised state equation by Millero and Poisson Ž1981.. Data were filtered and subsampled to
1-m interval. Only the section perpendicular to the
shore, formed by stations 05, 06, 07, 08, 09 and 10,
is analysed here. It provides information on the
cross-shore structure of the water column in which
we are interested.
2.2. Time series
A mooring line deployed in position ‘N’ Žsee Fig.
1. provided information on the AJ properties at the
eastern exit of the Strait of Gibraltar. The mooring
line consisted of five conventional current meters
ŽAanderaa., equipped with conductivity and pressure
cells, at nominal depths of: 40, 90, 170, 270 and 420
m, respectively. The servicing of the line was made
during the surveys. The conditions under which the
AJ entered the Alboran Sea, are thought to play an
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Table 1
General information on the field experiment and other parameters of interest
Column 1 is the name assigned to each survey. Column 2 is the day when the survey was carried out. Column 3 is the distance from the
shore to the front that identifies the northern edge of the AJ Žsee text.. Column 4 is the salinity gradient at 20 m depth in the position
assigned to the front, which gives an estimate of its intensity. Column 5 is the angle under which the AJ enters the Alboran Sea measured by
the first currentmeter of the mooring line the day of the survey. It was evaluated from the low-passed series of velocity whose cartesians
components are given in columns 6 and 7.
Survey

Date

Distance Žkm.

=S = 10y5 my1

Angle

U Žcm sy1 .

V Žcm sy1 .

A1
A2
B1
B2
C1
C2
D1
D2
E1
E2
F1
F2

22r04r96
27r04r96
07r07r96
12r07r96
07r12r96
11r12r96
19r02r97
20r02r97
03r05r97
06r05r97
20r07r97
22r07r97

29.0
19.4
26.9
14.0 a
26.7
26.7
) 40b
36.2
35.0
) 40b
37.4
) 40b

7.1
7.8
5.6
–
8.2
8.6
–
3.6
5.1
–
6.1
–

6.8
8.5
13.1
16.6
17.1
13.7
5.3
4.0
4.5
y6.51

30.0
42.6
50.0
38.4
37.4
44.4
34.7
30.4
25.6
35.0

3.5
6.4
11.7
11.5
11.5
10.8
3.2
2.1
2.0
y4.0

c

c

c

c

c

c

a

The front position was determined by the maximum geostrophic vorticity in this survey.
The front was beyond the outermost station of the transect Ž D ) 40 km..
c
No data from those days are available.
b

important role in the hydrological structure of our
area. This is particularly true for the incoming angle,
that is estimated from the slowly-varying Žlowpassed. velocity time series recorded by the uppermost currentmeter. Due to the periodic sinking of the
line forced by the strong tidal currents in the Strait,
the velocity time series recorded by a given instrument cannot be considered as taken at its nominal
depth. This fact is of particular importance in a place
like the Strait where the flow has a two-layered
structure. Large vertical excursions can bring the
uppermost currentmeter to the lower layer where the
mean velocity flows opposite, what introduces a
periodic bias in the measured current, obscuring its
actual direction. Therefore, part of these observations
must be rejected, so that the time series has not
constant sampling interval any longer. The low
passed time series are obtained by means of daily
averages once the tidal contribution has been removed. Details of the process can be seen in the
work of Garcia Lafuente et al. Ž1998..
2.3. Meteorological data
Local winds from Tarifa and Ceuta, in the Strait
of Gibraltar, were obtained from the ‘Boletin Diario

del Instituto Nacional de Meteorologıa,
´ Spain’. Ceuta
records are influenced by local orography and they
have been used exceptionally. An additional meteorological station was installed in Sotogrande port,
next to Estepona ŽFig. 1.. Data from this station have
been used when available.

3. Different upwelling events
The CTD data set has been analysed to investigate
differences between WU and DU. The starting hypothesis is that each of them will uplift different
types of water and will occur in different locations.
WU would move up water that is on the continental
shelf, colder and saltier than the water offshore due
to mixing, while the water upwelled by DU is expected to be fresher and warmer. Accordingly, stations 10 and 09 on the shelf will be more sensitive to
WU, and stations 08, 07, 06 and 05 to DU.
We anticipate an important difference between
both mechanisms. A stationary situation of westerlies
keeps WU at work, but a stationary location of the
AJ does not produce DU. This is expected to be a
transient feature that only happens when the AJ is
drifting toward the south and does not depend on its
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initial position. A hydrographic section helps to locate the AJ and the associated front, but it is not
enough to identify DU. The drifting state of the AJ
must be known. This is why currentmeter observations in the Strait are necessary.
3.1. Atlantic current through the Strait and the position of the front
We face the problem of locating the position of
the AJ in order to follow their migrations to the
south. The salinity minimum associated with the AJ
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is probably the best indicator to trace its path through
the Alboran Sea and in fact this criterion has been
used ŽViudez
and Tintore,
´
´ 1996.. The limited offshore extension of the hydrological sections does not
allow us to identify this salinity minimum unambiguously. Salinity gradient in the cross-shore direction is
also a good indicator in order to locate the front Žit is
mainly a salinity front.. The maximum of this gradient determines the position of the northern boundary
of the AJ. Fig. 2 shows the offshore distance Y of
this maximum evaluated at different depths. It is not
sensitive to the selected depth and the accepted

Fig. 2. ŽA. Contours salinity and ŽB. contours of geostrophic velocity obtained during C2 survey. ŽC. Salinity gradient at different depths
Žsolid lines., and relative geostrophic vorticity at 20 m depth during the same survey Ždashed line..
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distance was that obtained at 20 m depth. Table 1
shows this distance for the different surveys. Sometimes the maximum gradient of salinity is not well
defined and the calculation of the distance by this
method is not suitable. Survey B2 is an example.
The maximum gradient of along geostrophic velocity
Žmaximum relative geostrophic vorticity. is an alternate criterion. This calculation involves one numerical step more than the computation of ŽES r EY . and,
therefore, it is more sensitive to numerical errors.
For this reason salinity criterion will be used whenever possible. Note in Fig. 2 that both methods
provide similar, though not equal results.
Fig. 3 is a scatter diagram of distance Y against
the incoming angle a of the AJ measured in site ‘N’
Žpositive counterclockwise.. A linear fit of the form
Y s A q Ba gives 36.6 " 4.9 km and y0.94 " 0.42
km degreesy1 Ž54 " 24 km radiansy1 . for parameters A and B, respectively, with a regression coefficient of y0.67. This coefficient improves to y0.78
if we exclude the data corresponding to survey C1
Žpoint inside the rectangle in Fig. 3. which has
abnormally high angle. The new values for A and B
are 38.8 " 4.8 km and y1.26 " 0.45 km degreesy1
Ž72 " 25 km radiansy1 ..
The linear model above can be understood as the
classical relation between arc Y and angle a , in
which case B should play the role of the circle
radius. It should match the distance from point ‘N’

to the hydrographic section. Fig. 1 indicates that this
of 50 km, while B is around 72 km. Despite the
weak agreement, the actual distance is still inside the
error interval of B and we accept the linear model as
representative Žthe value of B in the first fitting is
closer to 50 km, however, we still consider its last
value because the regression coefficient gives more
confidence to the fitting.. Therefore, the low passed
time series of velocity in site ‘N’ indicates the
drifting situation of the front and the AJ, in particular
during the days before a given survey was carried
out. Note that even if the actual relationship between
Y and a were more complicated Žand probably it is.
the previous statement is still meaningful: if a decreases, the front and AJ migrate to the south and
vice versa.
3.2. AJ position and upwelling
Surveys A1 and C1 have been selected to illustrate upwelling events. Panels A to C of Fig. 4 show
sections of temperature along with fluorescence,
salinity and geostrophic velocity, respectively, during A1. High fluorescence values indicate high
chlorophyll and phytoplankton biomass concentration. As known, this biomass can only achieve high
concentrations when nutrients are supplied to the
photic zone, mainly by upwelling.

Fig. 3. Dispersion diagram between the distance of the front to the coast and the incoming angle. Dashed line is the fitting with all data
points. Solid line is the fitting without the data inside the rectangle.
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Fig. 4. ŽA. Temperature Žcontours. and fluorescence Žfilled areas., ŽB. salinity and ŽC. geostrophic velocity during survey A1 respectively.
Insert on panel B is the zonal component of the wind measured in Tarifa Žpositive values indicate westerlies.. Insert on panel C shows the
incoming angle in the mooring site. ŽD, E and F. Same as ŽA, B and C. for survey C1. Insert on panel ŽE. gives the zonal Žsolid line. and
northward Ždotted line. components of wind measured in Sotogrande.

Panel A in Fig. 4 shows that isotherms dome
around stations 07 and 08. Geostrophic velocity suggests a cyclonic circulation centred at these stations.
Fluorescence is high here and it diminishes shoreward and seaward. All this gives support to the
existence of upwelling near the centre of the section.
The reason for this high fluorescence value has to
be searched in some events previous to the survey,
because fitoplankton response lags favourable conditions for upwelling some days ŽMann and Lazier,
1991, p. 180.. Insert in Fig. 4C presents the time

evolution of the incoming angle a . It started decreasing 1 week before the survey and went on diminishing until the day before the survey. That implies a
southward displacement of the front during this period. Insert in panel 4B shows that wind was blowing
from the east during the previous week, except for 1
day just 4 days before the survey. So that, this
upwelling event is more likely related to DU, rather
than to WU.
During C1 survey, the front was quite well defined by temperature and salinity. It was in a similar
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position as in A1 survey. Geostrophic velocity indicates cyclonic circulation again. Fluorescence was
high all over the section but particularly near the
shore. Insert in Fig. 4E shows that westerlies or
northwesterlies were blowing before the survey, and
went on blowing during it. The upward bend of
isotherms and isohalines near the shore and the
above-mentioned high value of fluorescence point at
a clear WU event. Salinity and temperature vertical
sections also suggest upwelling in the middle of the
section. Fluorescence confirms the existence of upwelling too. Apparently the upwelling in the middle
of the section cannot be related to DU, since the
front was slowly approaching to shore during the
survey as can be seen in the insert of Fig. 4F.
However it was drifting to the south during a long
period before the survey Ždays 695–703 approximately.. The possibility remains that the traces of
upwelling could be the effects of that southward
migration. We need additional information to decide
whether or not it has connections with a DU event.
To further investigate this subject, we have developed a method based on fluorescence measurements

to classify upwelling events. Fig. 4A and D shows
that, for a given depth, high fluorescence values
correspond to low temperature values. This is better
seen in Fig. 5. Accordingly, we select samples in
which fluorescence is above a threshold value. These
samples are assumed to correspond with upwelled
water and their T–S characteristics are then analysed
with the help of a T–S diagram.
Fig. 6 shows the results of this method for different surveys using a threshold value of 80% of the
maximum of fluorescence found during the survey to
discriminate samples. Two clouds are detected during C1. The first one is shifted toward high salinity
and low temperature values, the samples being from
stations 09 and 10. All this confirms the continental
shelf nature of the upwelled water that will be
related to WU events. The second cloud is centred at
lower values of salinity and higher values of temperature. The samples come from stations 07 and 08.
The upwelled water seems to have a different source
now. Similar analysis for A1 survey, when we found
a clear DU event, gives a unique cloud located
around the same salinity value and with the same

Fig. 5. ŽA. Temperature Žsolid line, right scale. and fluorescence Ždashed line, left scale. at 10 m depth during survey A1. ŽB. Same as in
ŽA. during survey C1.
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Fig. 6. T–S diagram including only points with fluorescence higher than a certain value Žsee text., during different surveys.

stations as in the second cloud for C1 involved.
Temperature is higher, what can be explained by
seasonal variability, because A1 was made on April
and C1 on December. In any case, it appears that
both clouds Žsecond of C1 and A1. have similar
origin: relative fresh and warm water.
Another illustrative example is supplied by surveys E1 and E2 carried out four days apart. Fig. 7B
shows a front between stations 06 and 07. Four days
later, the front was not detected ŽFig. 7D.. The insert
in Fig. 7D indicates that the AJ was drifting to the
south quickly. Accordingly, surface temperature decreased from E1 to E2. The infrared image of Fig.
7E, taken between both surveys, depicts an AJ coming into the Alboran Sea following a much more
southward path than usual. The mentioned method
produces the narrow cloud of points in the upper-left
corner of Fig. 6 for E2 and gives support to a strong
DU event.
We applied the Student’s t-test to investigate
whether the mean values that appear beside the
clouds on Fig. 6 are statistically different. If only

salinity is considered to define these clouds, then A1
and the second of C1 clouds are not statically different Žobviously., while all others are different at a
95% of significance. On the contrary, if T–S characteristics are used to define then, all clouds are statistically different at 95% of significance. Allowing for
seasonal variability in temperature, the analysis above
points at the same source for the upwelled waters in
stations 07 and 08 during A1 and C1, suggesting DU
upwelling for both events.
The results above indicate that it is possible to
distinguish between both types of upwelling. Sometimes, however, the difference is not so clear, but a
gradual transition takes place instead. Survey D1 is
an example. Westerlies were blowing since 1 week
before the survey started Žsee insert in Fig. 8A. and
the AJ was migrating to the south Žinsert in Fig. 8B..
It is not surprising to find a generalised upwelling in
the whole area under these favourable conditions.
Fig. 8A shows that surface temperature is low and
homogeneous. Fluorescence is slightly higher in
coastal stations what can be interpreted in terms of
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Fig. 7. ŽA. Temperature and fluorescence and ŽB. salinity during survey E1 Žsee also caption in Fig. 4.. ŽC and D. Same as ŽA and B. for
survey E2. Insert of panel ŽB. is zonal wind measured in Tarifa and insert in ŽD., is the incoming angle. ŽE. Infrared image of the area taken
by NOAA-14 on 04r05r97. Note the ‘anomalous’ path of the AJ at the exit of the Strait of Gibraltar.
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Fig. 8. ŽA. Temperature and fluorescence and ŽB. salinity profiles during D1 survey, respectively. ŽC. T–S diagram of data points with
fluorescence greater than 0.4. Insert in ŽA. and ŽB. are zonal wind measured in Tarifa and angle of the AJ, respectively.
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the persistence of westerlies against the recent drifting of the AJ to the south. The T–S characteristics of
samples with fluorescence higher than 0.4 are shown
in Fig. 8C. A gradual transition from continental
shelf water in station 10 to relative fresh and warm
atlantic water in station 05, farther offshore, is evident.

4. Discussion
In Section 3, the possibility of distinguishing both
types of upwelling from CTD data has been investigated. Next, we make some estimations to assess
their relative importance. The vertical velocity of a
wind-driven upwelling in a simple coastal upwelling
model is given by Žsee Fig. 9A.
t
w WU s
Ž 1.
r fL
where r is the water density, f is the Coriolis
parameter, L is a cross-shore length scale of up-

Fig. 9. ŽA. Sketch of wind-induced upwelling. A wind-stress t
produces a transport of mass per unit length parallel to the shore
of M st r f. Continuity considerations lead to the vertical velocity given by Eq. Ž1., which does not depend on the thickness of
the Ekman layer D. ŽB. Sketch of an offshore drifting of length R
of the AJ.

welling and t is the wind-stress, which is usually
estimated as

t s ra CdV 2

Ž 2.

where ra is the density of the air, Cd is the drag
coefficient and V the wind speed.
A choice of L could be the distance from the
shore to the point where S s 37.0 intersects the free
surface. Using information from those surveys when
WU was documented to be at work, the condition
above is met in the surroundings of station 08, so
that L would be of the order of 18 km. With
ra s 1.3 kgy3 , r s 1028 kgy3 , f s 8.5 = 10y5 sy1 ,
Cd s 2.6 = 10y3 ŽMann and Lazier, 1991., a wind of
10 m sy1 will produce a vertical velocity of 2.1 =
10y4 m sy1 or 18 m dayy1 .
To estimate the averaged amount of upwelled
water during a year, we have to determine the frequency of westerlies. Fig. 10 is a scatter diagram of
daily wind direction observed in Tarifa for a period
of 3 years. The percentage of westerlies is 50.5%, in
agreement with May’s Ž1982. map of wind stress
over the Mediterranean. To have an estimate of V 2
for Eq. Ž2. we have calculated the mean of Viw2
where subindex ‘iw’ refers to the subseries of westerlies within the wind time series. We obtain - Vw2
)s 51 m2 sy2 and a mean vertical velocity of 9.5 m
dayy1 , which in turn implies an annual vertical flux
of 31 = 10 6 m2 per length unit parallel to the coast.
Let us consider now the situation sketched in Fig.
9B, in order to make estimations for DU. Shadowed
area is the cross section of the AJ whose typical
thickness is H. The AJ drifts a distance R, perpendicularly to the shore from position 1 to 1X . If the
‘room’ left by the AJ is filled by water from below,
a volume RH per unit length parallel to the shore
must upwell during the time T it takes the AJ to
migrate. Under this simple hypothesis, the average
vertical velocity in the area affected by the drift
would be w DU s HrT, which is an overestimation
since some surface recirculation is expected to occur.
The thickness H can be estimated as the depth of
S s 37.5 isohaline in vertical sections of salinity. If
so, H ; 80 m is a representative value. A spectral
analysis of the time series of the incoming angle a ,
shows a dominant peak around 16 days ŽFig. 11.,
what allows us to assign 8 days to T Žsouthward
drifting.. Then we obtain w DU ; 10 m dayy1 Ž; 1.1
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Fig. 10. Scatter diagram of wind velocities in Tarifa for the years 1995 to 1997.

= 10y4 m sy1 . of the same order as w WU . A typical
value for R, which is necessary to estimate the
volume of upwelled water, is obtained from the
linear relation of the previous section taking an angle
equal to twice the standard deviation of the series of
a . We obtain 11.4 degrees and R s 14.3 km using
the second estimate of B.
In order to calculate the annual volume of water
lifted by DU we need to know how many southward
drifting events happen on average during a year.
Taking centred differences in the time series of a ,
we obtain that 44% of the times, the angle decreases
Žwhat means southward drifts., 45% it increases and
11% it appears to be steady. Therefore, southward
displacements happen during 160 days each year on
average, and a vertical flux of 23 = 10 6 m2 per
length unit parallel to the coast is finally obtained.
According to these results, both types of upwelling are of the same order. We are aware of the
roughness of our computations, particularly in the

case of DU. Anyway, we believe that WU is able to
upwell larger amount of water than DU, a conclusion
that is supported by our estimations if we take into

Fig. 11. Spectral density of the angle, under which the AJ enters
the Alboran Sea, measured in site N.
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account the upper-limit computations carried out to
assign a value to w DU .
Even when the quantity of water was of the same
order, its quality is different from a biological point
of view. Nutrient concentration in this area exhibits a
clear trend to decrease from coast to offshore. Averaged value of wNO 3 xy concentration in the area
where WU is expected to prevail is 5 mmolrl and it
decreases to 3 mmolrl in the area where DU is more
important ŽA. Reul, personal communication.. That
means that 9.6 and 4.3 tons my1 of NO 3 are pumped
to the surface by WU and DU, respectively. Therefore, WU is more important to fertilizate surface
waters in the area. However the contribution of DU
cannot be neglected since it can account for up to
50% of the former.

comparable and they are one order of magnitude
higher than those associated to any other mechanisms commented in the introduction. This indicates
that WU and DU play a predominant role in the
upwelling dynamic of the region. WU seems to be
more important than DU because its area of influence appears to be somewhat larger and, particularly,
because the water it lifts has higher nutrient concentration. However DU events can pump up to the
surface as much as 50% of the nutrients upwelled by
WU. Moreover, it occurs in areas where WU cannot
affect. Sporadic situations of sudden and large migrations of the Jet to the south would be the most
important mechanism for upwelling, especially under
weather calm conditions.
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